
Virtually Speaking with Jay Ackroyd
Gloria Feldt - Sept 30, 2010
Second Life Studio Audience Chat Log

[18:00]  Widget Whiteberry: Show going live on the web, slight delay here
[18:00]  Lauren Weyland: I'll be listening through telepathy
[18:00]  Kira Paderborn: Hi!!!
[18:00]  Ilsa Hesse: still hear nothing on the media stream?
[18:00]  Georgianna Blackburn: i have it
[18:00]  Widget Whiteberry: toggle?
[18:00]  any1 Gynoid: / ELVIS is IN THE HOUSE!!!!
[18:00]  Beragon Betts: im listening thru the website
[18:00]  Gwen Difference: I head the media stream
[18:00]  any1 Gynoid: / Hiya Explorer! Hee Hee!
[18:00]  Beragon Betts: the media stream makes me crash
[18:01]  Lauren Weyland: is explorer here
[18:01]  Beragon Betts: its a conflict with antivirus software
[18:01]  Georgianna Blackburn: echo eho
[18:01]  Ilsa Hesse: got the Blog Talk Radio but then nothing after?
[18:01]  Explorer Dastardly: yes love I am here
[18:01]  Kira Paderborn: I hear Spanishy type music.
[18:01]  Explorer Dastardly: hello Lauren
[18:01]  Lauren Weyland: kewl...haven't read your notecard yet
[18:01]  Explorer Dastardly: hello gwen
[18:01]  Explorer Dastardly: hello any1
[18:01]  Gwen Difference: Hello Ex :)))
[18:01]  Explorer Dastardly: hello hostess
[18:01]  Artemis Felwitch: lol
[18:02]  Widget Whiteberry: IM me if you need an assist
[18:03]  Lauren Weyland: I need assitance Widget....can you help me organize my 
inventory?
[18:03]  Beragon Betts: lol
[18:03]  Paolo Rousselot: bubble gum wirks...
[18:04]  Lauren Weyland: I'm still getting music is that ok?
[18:04]  Widget Whiteberry: no!
[18:04]  Widget Whiteberry: We'll be listening on the MEDIA stream or through your 
browser at http://www.blogtalkradio.com/virtuallyspeaking/2010/10/01/virtually-speaking-
with-jay-ackroyd-gloria-feldt
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[18:04]  Widget Whiteberry: you're on the music stream
[18:04]  Widget Whiteberry kills the music option
[18:04]  any1 Gynoid: TOGGLE!!!!
[18:05]  any1 Gynoid shouts: TOGGLE!~!!
[18:05]  Ilsa Hesse: yes Any1
[18:05]  Lauren Weyland: what am I suppose to be on
[18:05]  Widget Whiteberry: Media button or your browser
[18:05]  Lauren Weyland: the web site is a dial in number
[18:05]  any1 Gynoid shouts: / Sound on Music Audio Stream
[18:05]  Ilsa Hesse: Lauren, open your browser and go here http://
www.blogtalkradio.com/virtuallyspeaking/2010/10/01/virtually-speaking-with-jay-
ackroyd-gloria-feldt
[18:05]  Pb Recreant: yea that's what I did too
[18:06]  Ilsa Hesse: actually, no Any1, it is on the Media stream, not the Music stream, 
that is the point...
[18:06]  Paolo Rousselot: (not yet it ain't...)
[18:06]  Lauren Weyland: got it
[18:06]  Widget Whiteberry: toggle, Paolo
[18:06]  any1 Gynoid shouts: go to web page if u don't hear it yet We'll be listening on 
the MEDIA stream or through your browser at http://www.blogtalkradio.com/
virtuallyspeaking/2010/10/01/virtually-speaking-with-jay-ackroyd-gloria-feldt
[18:07]  Ilsa Hesse: power with
[18:07]  Paolo Rousselot: yuppers - have twice - will again!
[18:07]  Lyra Brezoianu: am I supposed to be hearing something?
[18:07]  Lyra Brezoianu: cuz I don't :/
[18:07]  Beragon Betts: power, like love, expands to fill the need?
[18:07]  You decline :WG: CatFace Avatar (Boxed) from A group member named Web 
Gearbox.
[18:07]  Artemis Felwitch: paste the URL into your browser and it should work
[18:07]  Ilsa Hesse: Beragon, the power of love is a serious thing
[18:07]  Beragon Betts: :)
[18:07]  Lyra Brezoianu: got it
[18:07]  Beragon Betts: power to... the people
[18:08]  Gwen Difference: giggles
[18:08]  CS Kappler: isn't that the thing that can make a young girl weep, make an old 
man sing?
[18:08]  CS Kappler: or do I have the words wrong...
[18:08]  Ilsa Hesse: no CS, different thing
[18:08]  Beragon Betts: bert huey lewis and news song
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[18:08]  Beragon Betts: best*
[18:08]  CS Kappler: I actually got that :)
[18:08]  Widget Whiteberry: Gloria, he'll be back, just keep going
[18:09]  Pb Recreant: make a grown man cry?
[18:09]  Ilsa Hesse punches Pb in the arm till he crys!
[18:09]  Beragon Betts: lol
[18:10]  Pb Recreant: owie
[18:10]  any1 Gynoid: / we all want to read about ourselves and our enemies muwah!
[18:10]  Lauren Weyland: Canada is a rich country.....America is a poor country
[18:10]  Pb Recreant: that's most of what we do here, unpaid political announcements of 
some sort
[18:10]  Paolo Rousselot: rich from shale oil?
[18:11]  Ilsa Hesse: rich from Ice...
[18:11]  Pb Recreant: that's what E. Nesbit did too
[18:11]  Beragon Betts: hmm
[18:12]  Beragon Betts: only a few people can bend the world to their will
[18:12]  any1 Gynoid: / that sucks
[18:12]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Paolo Rousselot, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:12]  Beragon Betts: do not try to bend the spoon... that is impossible
[18:13]  Widget Whiteberry: Sounds like an intern
[18:13]  Beragon Betts: instead, only try to realize the truth
[18:13]  Jay Ackroyd: no she was a VP
[18:13]  Ilsa Hesse: realize that the spoon is already bent Beragon
[18:13]  Beragon Betts: what is the truth?
[18:13]  Beragon Betts: there is no spoon
[18:13]  Stuart Zaurak: QUESTION: Speaking of "coopting into the culture," what are 
Gloria's thoughts on Linda Hirshman's opposition to "choice feminism," and her 
admonition to affluent women to "get to work?"
[18:13]  any1 Gynoid: / PR is a respectable role too eh hem!
[18:14]  Stuart Zaurak: http://www.prospect.org/cs/articles?articleId=10646
[18:14]  Widget Whiteberry: GLORIA: Stuart Zaurak: QUESTION: Speaking of "coopting 
into the culture," what are Gloria's thoughts on Linda Hirshman's opposition to "choice 
feminism," and her admonition to affluent women to "get to work?"
[18:14]  Lauren Weyland: you over powered him
[18:14]  Beragon Betts: lol
[18:15]  Ilsa Hesse shighs and shakes her head
[18:15]  Ookami Moonwall: :)
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[18:15]  Widget Whiteberry knows there are women not being paid, but knows no 
women who are not working
[18:15]  Brigit Ranger: Does this great moment include women of color?
[18:15]  Stuart Zaurak: Jesus, Jay...
[18:15]  Swanky Snowbear: what is going on here?
[18:15]  Ilsa Hesse: was he not paying attention to her?
[18:15]  Jay Ackroyd: Skype dropped
[18:15]  Widget Whiteberry: Ilsa, there's a tech lag problem
[18:15]  Bacon Hellershanks: Money is numbers. She gets half of what he gets for doing 
the same work.
[18:16]  Jay Ackroyd: I will switch to a cell if it does not stop
[18:16]  Krillion Hax: It was very bad for a while
[18:16]  Bacon Hellershanks: Numbers are good.
[18:16]  Beragon Betts: numbers are our friend
[18:16]  Kira Paderborn: hmm, I do not have any media or voice here.
[18:16]  Kira Paderborn: since I crashed
[18:17]  Pb Recreant: Kira, try this in a browser: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/
virtuallyspeaking/2010/10/01/virtually-speaking-with-jay-ackroyd-gloria-feldt
[18:18]  Ookami Moonwall: :)
[18:18]  Gwen Difference: oh wow :(
[18:18]  Gwen Difference: yes
[18:18]  Stuart Zaurak: QUESTION: Are cultural attitudes toward gender equality 
generally more or less advanced in the United States when compared to the rest of the 
OECD world? If there's a discrepancy, what might account for that?
[18:18]  Lauren Weyland: oh he was a jerk MBA
[18:19]  Ilsa Hesse: you create your own value... when I was told my wage was going to 
be less than the male in the same job as me, I refused the promotion and to do the job 
till they "realized" I had the same skill set if not better
[18:19]  Lauren Weyland: Males Brutally Animalistic
[18:19]  JueL Messenger: 7pM @ The MeSa Live!  (that's the name of it..of course I'm 
live).....Get ready to get your HOWL ON, on this LAST day of September!!!!! WOOOT 
See you ;) 7p
[18:19]  Lauren Weyland: I think I'm worth more then men.....
[18:19]  JueL Messenger owned by JueL Resistance gave you 'The Mesa, Hejira (123, 
176, 25)'  ( http://slurl.com/secondlife/Zeide%20Kamp/35/109/404 ).
[18:20]  Widget Whiteberry: lol Lauren
[18:20]  Beragon Betts: 0.0
[18:20]  Pb Recreant: If you're worth more than 'men', then I'm worth more than 
'women', but it's easy to just bash an entire group, heh.
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[18:20]  Gwen Difference: yes!
[18:20]  Georgianna Blackburn: 70 years!! ugh
[18:21]  Ilsa Hesse: I imediately demanded to go to salary because I felt we we re being 
over paid to help people who had nothing.
[18:21]  Widget Whiteberry remembers Ms Foundation Marie Wilson talking about 
women's organizations destroying their women leaders
[18:21]  Stuart Zaurak: So...she feels that women who choose to stay at home are 
hurting other woment? Please clarify...
[18:21]  Lauren Weyland: that is so true Gloria
[18:21]  CronoCloud Creeggan: the same happens in other communities
[18:21]  Paolo Rousselot: women should be in charge - hands down - men have 
screwed it up - but what will it take to embrace the change?
[18:22]  CronoCloud Creeggan: "we eat our own" is how it's often said.
[18:22]  Artemis Felwitch: a very middle class presumption
[18:22]  Widget Whiteberry: yes Crono
[18:22]  any1 Gynoid: / actually I don't believe it... women are the majority at US 
universities.... women are the new educated class.... esp. primary & secondary 
education do not address male learning styles...
[18:22]  Buffy Beale: totally agree!
[18:22]  Ilsa Hesse: people should be in charge... not someone based on race, 
economic background or sex
[18:22]  Lauren Weyland: I don't think all men or all women should be in the worlplace
[18:22]  Widget Whiteberry: staying at home means unprepared?
[18:22]  Lauren Weyland: I don't think I agree on this point
[18:22]  Widget Whiteberry: is there room for everyone in the work place?
[18:22]  Lyra Brezoianu: I honestly wouldn't even WANT to stay at home uless I had 
small children to take care of.
[18:23]  Paolo Rousselot: (whirled peas...)
[18:23]  Lyra Brezoianu: I did that at one point and it was SOOOO boring.
[18:23]  CS Kappler: it's a good thing no one gets to judge labor force participation on 
the basis of gender - so we are all agreed that's a non-factor :)
[18:23]  Georgianna Blackburn: I shudder thinking of some women at home doing home 
schooling that aren't qualified
[18:23]  Stuart Zaurak: She's handling this line of questioning so well...
[18:23]  Ilsa Hesse: no Widget, there is not room enough for everyone in the 
workplace... that is why we have homeless and unemployed... even at our best we have 
what, 4-5% unemployment?
[18:23]  any1 Gynoid: / yes Lauren.... she's looking at this from inside "The Feminine 
Mystique"



[18:24]  Stuart Zaurak: What an excellent response to a tough set of implications....great 
language...
[18:24]  Beragon Betts: Question: what is Gloria's taske on "Momma Gizzlies"?
[18:24]  Beragon Betts: take*
[18:24]  Paolo Rousselot: Lyra - thats the point - maternal instinct protects and gives 
wisdom that men don't instinctively have
[18:24]  Stuart Zaurak: Coulter? "pseudo man?" He IS a man!
[18:24]  Widget Whiteberry: Beragon, what?
[18:24]  Ilsa Hesse: you cant dress in sexy dresses now?
[18:24]  Beragon Betts: sarah paliins momma grizzlies
[18:24]  Widget Whiteberry: men with what?
[18:24]  Ilsa Hesse: burkah here I come!
[18:25]  Beragon Betts: sarah palin endorses momma grizzlies
[18:25]  Paolo Rousselot: (/me wanders the crowd panhandling for Virtually Speaking...)
[18:25]  Lauren Weyland: Gloria is wearing a short skirt and boots....
[18:25]  Ilsa Hesse: actually a longer skirt, just stuck in the chair... blame Ilsa :-)
[18:25]  Ilsa Hesse: erk
[18:25]  Lauren Weyland: oh...I wasn't camming
[18:25]  Ilsa Hesse: blame SL, not me :-))
[18:26]  Church Sockington: (She's not that good a writer. I'm instinctively conservative 
and she doesn't wow me.)
[18:26]  Lauren Weyland: from a distance
[18:26]  any1 Gynoid: / can someone post that URL thx....
[18:26]  Ilsa Hesse: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/virtuallyspeaking/2010/10/01/virtually-
speaking-with-jay-ackroyd-gloria-feldt
[18:26]  any1 Gynoid: noo the men with pens thang
[18:26]  Ilsa Hesse: I find men in suits hot... should they all stop wearing suits?
[18:27]  Church Sockington: Or you're wearing clothes....
[18:27]  Beragon Betts: lol
[18:27]  Lauren Weyland: it was not a melt down.....it was more a theft of intelligence
[18:27]  Beragon Betts: but would men in tanks and tight shorts be hotter?
[18:27]  CS Kappler: I stopped wearing suits .. it is not related to Ilsa's attraction to 
them :)
[18:27]  CronoCloud Creeggan: As an MTF transfemme I don't like it when people call 
Ann Coulter a Man....it's trans-baiting in a way...though I do think that Ann Coulter 
intentionally uses her appearance to let her get away with saying things that male 
conservatives couldn't.
[18:28]  Widget Whiteberry nods to Crono
[18:28]  Ilsa Hesse: CS-thank you for stopping wearing suits :-P
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[18:28]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Bacon Hellershanks, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:28]  Artemis Felwitch takes a bow
[18:28]  Church Sockington: This is why I'm bald. Not gender politics....
[18:28]  Beragon Betts: xD
[18:28]  Krillion Hax: waves
[18:28]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: dwayne Stoanes, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:28]  CS Kappler: yes I was sensitive to what kind of damage that could cause :)
[18:29]  Beragon Betts: sarah palin is helpng women... how does palin women fit in with 
all this?
[18:29]  CronoCloud Creeggan: Femme feminists would do well to read the two 
Femmethology volumes, they're lesbian oriented but still quite good.
[18:29]  Lauren Weyland: 'always looks great'......see that's the wrong image
[18:29]  Widget Whiteberry: How is Palin helping women?
[18:29]  any1 Gynoid: / the whole point of this is to make elite intellectual ideas 
accessible... it's not happening for me because ur note helping explain this... grrrr
[18:29]  Pb Recreant: CronoCloud, honestly, I wouldn't want to find out either way, as far 
as Coulter goes
[18:29]  CS Kappler: did I read that right?
[18:29]  Church Sockington: Palin helps women into their tight jeans?
[18:30]  Beragon Betts: good point
[18:30]  Ilsa Hesse: Any1 - "elite intellectual ideas accessible" can you explain that? I 
dont understand
[18:30]  Church Sockington: <-- GF cares what he's wearing.
[18:30]  any1 Gynoid: what's men with pens?
[18:30]  Jay Ackroyd: menwithpens.com
[18:31]  Ilsa Hesse: http://www.menwithepens.com
[18:31]  Ookami Moonwall: They don't actually seem to have pens in that picture :)
[18:31]  Widget Whiteberry: Title IX made a big difference to a lot of women
[18:31]  Ilsa Hesse: Title 9, thank you very much!
[18:31]  Stuart Zaurak: QUESTION: The right wing, from established organizations like 
"Concerned Women for America" to ordinary conservative folks, are fairly united in the 
belief that when feminists speak for "women," and women's interests generally, they 
aren't, that there's no consensus amongst women at all in terms of feminism's goals and 
explanations for how things are. What's Gloria's response to that claim? Do feminists 
speak for women, even rightist women?
[18:31]  Paolo Rousselot: c'mon - she's a brunette babe - thats the only reason she's 
had any traction...
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[18:31]  Church Sockington: I'm geting a 404
[18:31]  Ilsa Hesse: http://www.menwithpens.com/
[18:32]  Ilsa Hesse: misspelled "with"
[18:32]  any1 Gynoid: <--- don't get it
[18:32]  Pb Recreant: Title IX, I find that entertaining in a way, it gave women more 
opportunities to do things I never really cared to do, growing up
[18:32]  Beragon Betts: im the US
[18:32]  Ilsa Hesse: ok, pantsuit yes, torquise pantsuit, no...
[18:33]  Beragon Betts: other countries have been faster to choose women leaders
[18:33]  Church Sockington: Yeah, this hasn't been a real issue since Thatcher.
[18:33]  Lyra Brezoianu: Why does it matter what color the suit is ? Geez.
[18:33]  Ilsa Hesse: I dont like turquise
[18:33]  any1 Gynoid: / Alec Baldwin
[18:33]  Church Sockington: Think of a guy in a torquise suit trying to run. Not going to 
work.
[18:34]  Brigit Ranger: lol
[18:34]  Lyra Brezoianu: hahahaha
[18:34]  Paolo Rousselot: sexism - like it or not - sells and is saleable
[18:34]  Pb Recreant: http://thinkprogress.org/2008/09/05/cnbc-host-praises-palin-for-
putting-a-skirt-on-i-want-her-laying-next-to-me-in-bed/ <-- Donny Deutsch
[18:34]  Artemis Felwitch: gross
[18:34]  Buffy Beale: yes Paolo, sad but true
[18:34]  Ilsa Hesse: CS, try on a turquise suit so we can decide if we would vote for you
[18:34]  Artemis Felwitch: i can't stand her accent
[18:34]  Lauren Weyland: great comment Gloria
[18:34]  Beragon Betts: what about golda meir and maggie whats her name during 
reagan and the german PM
[18:34]  Beragon Betts: all women leaders
[18:35]  Ilsa Hesse: Maggie Thatcher... the Iron Maiden
[18:35]  Artemis Felwitch: Maggie Thatcher?
[18:35]  Artemis Felwitch: ewwwwwwww
[18:35]  Lauren Weyland: to be able not to agree politically but to understand her drive
[18:35]  Pb Recreant: she was fingerpointing, for sure, more than that, her supporters 
were
[18:35]  Beragon Betts: thatcher thank you
[18:35]  Beragon Betts: why is US so retarded that way?
[18:35]  Lauren Weyland: you know..Artemis...I never hear a 'ewwww' when talking 
about a man
[18:35]  Artemis Felwitch: I saw it all the time
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[18:35]  Lauren Weyland: and many of the male leaders are reallly 
'ewwwww...pooohhh...ewwww'
[18:36]  Widget Whiteberry reminds herself to collect the chat log and send to Gloria 
and Jay
[18:36]  Artemis Felwitch: I saw EWWW to male leaders all the time and if you haven't 
heard it, you are in the wrong places ㋡
[18:36]  Lauren Weyland: OMG...no way Widget
[18:36]  Stuart Zaurak: Wait a second...is Gloria setting up a gender binary between 
"power over" and "power to"?
[18:36]  Widget Whiteberry: yup
[18:36]  Jay Ackroyd: no
[18:36]  any1 Gynoid: 16th
[18:36]  Ilsa Hesse: 84? how many countries are there on the planet?
[18:36]  Widget Whiteberry: no what, Jay? no chat log?
[18:36]  Free Radar HUD v1.1 by Crystal Gadgets
[18:36]  Lauren Weyland: power over...power too....power down
[18:36]  Church Sockington: Why is there a women's/men's model of leadership?
[18:36]  Jay Ackroyd: 160 odd
[18:36]  Paolo Rousselot laughs - doesn't surprise me!
[18:36]  Artemis Felwitch: becuz of sexism
[18:36]  CS Kappler: 227 political divisions I think
[18:37]  CS Kappler: let me check that
[18:37]  Beragon Betts: the tea party makes a big deal about american exceptionalism, 
but they dont see the areas in which the US is fuddy duddy
[18:37]  CronoCloud Creeggan: because men and women are taught to behave 
differently
[18:37]  Stuart Zaurak: Thatcher (the rightist) is "power over", more 
"cooperative" (liberal?) leadership is "power to?"
[18:37]  Paolo Rousselot: re-elect John Boehner to make sure this continues!!!
[18:37]  Jay Ackroyd: no to stuart at 1836
[18:37]  dwayne Stoanes: again with the tea party?
[18:37]  dwayne Stoanes: lol
[18:37]  Pb Recreant: "America ranks fourteenth in the Economist's "women's equality 
index," a new ranking that uses 26 metrics to measure economic opportunity for women 
in 113 countries." <-- random stat
[18:37]  Artemis Felwitch says ewwww to the teaparty
[18:37]  Ilsa Hesse: "Power Over"'s opposite is "Power With"
[18:37]  Lyra Brezoianu: 195



[18:37]  Church Sockington: Right. And women who lead effectivly are dismissed as 
'male.'
[18:37]  Stuart Zaurak: Ok, Jay...
[18:37]  Artemis Felwitch: Power TO
[18:37]  Lyra Brezoianu: countries
[18:38]  Female Winslet is so upset! I was so looking forward to this presentation and 
promptly lost connection right as it started!
[18:38]  Lauren Weyland: you know in film they say there are no 'buddy films' not even 
Thelma and Lousie
[18:38]  Pb Recreant: Female, do you have it back now?
[18:38]  Beragon Betts: :(
[18:38]  Widget Whiteberry: Female, the front row is full
[18:38]  Lauren Weyland: yikes Female...have you been able to reconnect?
[18:38]  Paolo Rousselot: (it's because your first name is Female)
[18:38]  Beragon Betts: yes
[18:38]  Pb Recreant: it does get recorded too
[18:38]  Beragon Betts: afraid
[18:38]  Ookami Moonwall: Maybe go to web?
[18:38]  Ilsa Hesse: Power Over/Power With is pretty old Artemis - http://
www.huffingtonpost.com/robert-koehler/power-with-power-over_b_312935.html
[18:38]  CronoCloud Creeggan: just imagine if all the men around had been taught from 
babyhood to share, to use their inside voices, to try to get along to not fight with fists but 
use their words.
[18:38]  Beragon Betts: lol jay
[18:39]  Lauren Weyland: omg Jay....what a comment
[18:39]  Church Sockington: Or Torquoise.
[18:39]  Lyra Brezoianu: A fellow teacher took paternal leave to help his wife with the 
new baby.
[18:39]  Krillion Hax: Family and Medical Leave Act resolves this.
[18:39]  Widget Whiteberry: Turquoise, maybe?
[18:39]  Lauren Weyland: he should be competent during the week too
[18:39]  Church Sockington: Heh Widge
[18:39]  Widget Whiteberry shrugs
[18:39]  Paolo Rousselot: ewww!!!!
[18:39]  Jay Ackroyd: lauren -- you do not think those attitudes persist?
[18:40]  Paolo Rousselot: (actually I loved changing diapers...)
[18:40]  Lauren Weyland: I think we should have a 'diaper support team'
[18:40]  Widget Whiteberry: diaper changing is an intimate act
[18:40]  Beragon Betts: yes!
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[18:40]  Stuart Zaurak: Men will be looked badly upon by their companies for taking 
maternal leave. Women will be, too, slightly less. "Maternity leave" is generally frowned 
upon in the US.
[18:40]  Lauren Weyland: yes I do Jay...I was really just teasing you
[18:40]  Church Sockington: With hazmat gear?
[18:40]  Beragon Betts: going forward together
[18:40]  Artemis Felwitch: lol
[18:40]  Jay Ackroyd: whew!
[18:40]  Lauren Weyland: haha Church
[18:40]  Pb Recreant: I don't know offhand, but I've lived through none of them
[18:41]  Paolo Rousselot: please remeber to contribute to VS folks!!!!
[18:41]  Widget Whiteberry: Thank you, Paolo!
[18:41]  Melony Macarthur: My father helped my mother take care of me as a baby - 
diaper changing, bathing and all and that was in the 1950s.
[18:41]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Beragon Betts, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:41]  Widget Whiteberry looks meaningfully towards the tip jar
[18:41]  Lyra Brezoianu: That's awesome Melony. I'm pretty sure my mom did most of 
the work when I was a baby.
[18:41]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Artemis Felwitch, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:41]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Ookami Moonwall, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:41]  Artemis Felwitch pays up
[18:41]  Lyra Brezoianu: He worked, she didn't. I remember taking him lunch with my 
mom when I was a small child.
[18:42]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Rosalie Oldrich, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:42]  Lauren Weyland: also in health care
[18:42]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Brigit Ranger, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:42]  Lauren Weyland: education
[18:42]  Widget Whiteberry: Contact me if you would like progam notices, either in SL or 
email
[18:42]  Lyra Brezoianu: When I was married, I didn't work. I went to school. I felt like I 
owed my husband something... like I wasn't contriubting. I felt like I was in his debt. It 
wasn't a good feeling
[18:42]  Widget Whiteberry nods to Lyra
[18:42]  Lauren Weyland: we should outsource diaper changing



[18:42]  Lyra Brezoianu: hahaha
[18:43]  Ookami Moonwall: need to be a team
[18:43]  Artemis Felwitch: ha ha Lauren
[18:43]  Artemis Felwitch solved that whole problem by not having kids
[18:43]  Church Sockington: Who you gonna call? Poop Busters!
[18:43]  Lyra Brezoianu: I don't have kids either.
[18:43]  Melony Macarthur: My mother worked only occassionally but she was an active 
community leader he was military and both were Republican.
[18:43]  Paolo Rousselot: warm regards everyone - please be safe and journey well....
[18:43]  Lyra Brezoianu: hahahaha @ church!!
[18:43]  Widget Whiteberry: oh Lauren, you are thinking of the messy parts... most of 
diaper changing isn't messy ... it's laughter
[18:43]  Pb Recreant: not enough undocumented Mexican maids to go around there?
[18:43]  Beragon Betts: good point jay.. republicans are much better at embracing and 
spinning controversey than are progressives
[18:43]  Lauren Weyland: my mother was a paranoid schizophrenic so.....that was an 
interesting childhood
[18:43]  Ilsa Hesse: something the left doesnt always understand - non violence does 
not always mean lack of conflict
[18:43]  Michele Mrigesh: Bye, Paolo :)
[18:44]  Lyra Brezoianu: Yeah, it's great when you take off the diaper and THEN they 
pee...
[18:44]  Stuart Zaurak: QUESTION: A central tenet of feminism is that gender roles are 
cultural manifestations, that the personal desires and roles women have are assigned, 
enforced and essentially artificial to women. The conservative view is the opposite, that 
women are as they are naturally, and as they are designed by God, essentially. Can 
those two perspectives ever be reconciled? Can there ever be a conservative 
feminism?
[18:44]  Artemis Felwitch: yes there can be a conservative feminism.. there are feminist 
Orthodox Jews
[18:44]  Artemis Felwitch: for example
[18:45]  Beragon Betts: thats why Fox loves eople like glenn beck... they like to provoke 
controvcersay but Dems shy away from it
[18:45]  Liany Jules: anybody want to talk about social justice real quick?
[18:45]  Free Radar HUD v1.1 by Crystal Gadgets
[18:45]  Melony Macarthur: My mom was a role model for that Stuart.
[18:45]  Pb Recreant: Stuart, I think personally that's all too simplistic, there are some 
real biological differences that should be better understood and celebrated
[18:45]  Stuart Zaurak: Please, elaborate, Pb.



[18:45]  Beragon Betts: last weeks mad men was all about abortion
[18:45]  Pb Recreant: gray matter vs. white matter in the brain, more connections vs. 
more local processing
[18:45]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Lauren Weyland, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[18:45]  You paid Jimbo Hoyer L$150.
[18:45]  Beragon Betts: v interesting
[18:46]  Widget Whiteberry: Is Madmen on Hulu yet?
[18:46]  Beragon Betts: it was like abortion was easier to get in the 60s than it is now
[18:46]  Church Sockington: K. Gotta run. WHere's the afterparty? I may be able to pop 
back on.
[18:46]  Ilsa Hesse: banning gay marriage, by definition, admits that it is a posibility for it 
TO be legal... and admits that their are gays...
[18:46]  Pb Recreant: Church, the usual, IM me
[18:46]  Widget Whiteberry: Pb, is that your cue?
[18:46]  Female Winslet: I'm so upset! I was really looking forward to this talk and my 
internet connection went down right as it started!
[18:46]  Michele Mrigesh: Blue-footed Booby Bar, Church!
[18:46]  Pb Recreant: Female, it all gets recorded too at least
[18:46]  Ookami Moonwall: I think it's recorded, Female
[18:47]  Female Winslet: That's true :)
[18:47]  Female Winslet: I subscribed to the postcast
[18:47]  Widget Whiteberry: Yes, recorded and archived and available through iTunes
[18:47]  Beragon Betts: right jay
[18:47]  Artemis Felwitch: wonderful Widget
[18:47]  Beragon Betts: does glenn beck have courage?
[18:47]  Beragon Betts: >.<
[18:47]  Beragon Betts: i dont think so
[18:47]  Buffy Beale: I love that saying!
[18:47]  Beragon Betts: but he feels safe
[18:48]  Artemis Felwitch: YAY
[18:49]  Beragon Betts: why cant dems create a space were progressives feel safe to be 
controversial like Fox does for conservatives
[18:49]  Artemis Felwitch: fox is another ewwwwwwwww
[18:49]  Female Winslet: What about MSNBC?
[18:49]  CS Kappler: because all they do is whine
[18:49]  CS Kappler: who wants to hear that
[18:49]  Beragon Betts: im juss sayin
[18:49]  CS Kappler: never mind PAY for it



[18:49]  Beragon Betts: desms fear controversay
[18:50]  You decline Furball2 from A group member named Web Gearbox.
[18:50]  CS Kappler: heh.. not really
[18:50]  CS Kappler: any more than Republicans fear being busted for lying
[18:50]  You decline Chuckling Priestman Comedy Club , Old Hollywood (62, 197, 21) 
from A group member named EvaMoon Ember.
[18:50]  Beragon Betts: repubs have no fear of being busted for controvesey'
[18:50]  Beragon Betts: if they get busted, they spoinit as a MSM conspiracy
[18:50]  Beragon Betts: spin it*
[18:51]  Beragon Betts: busted for lying* i meant
[18:51]  Lauren Weyland: it may be a good thing to not know or remember
[18:51]  You decline Chuckling Priestman Comedy Club , Old Hollywood (62, 197, 21) 
from A group member named EvaMoon Ember.
[18:51]  Artemis Felwitch: no it's not good.
[18:51]  Artemis Felwitch: if you don't remember you are doomed to repeat the past
[18:52]  Lauren Weyland: Yeah.....Charlemagne had a different view
[18:52]  Female Winslet: History repeats itself because people did not listen the first 
time!
[18:52]  CS Kappler: heh liberals' proble is we are drowning in self-appointed subject 
matter experts
[18:52]  Akabn9 Ewry: Faux News and Glenn Beck are famous for playing to peoples 
racism and ignorance. progressives are going to have to find another way to lead.
[18:52]  CS Kappler: especially in history :)
[18:52]  Lauren Weyland: no it repeats itself because life is a rolling restart
[18:52]  CS Kappler: look to your better angels
[18:52]  CS Kappler: angels who know right from wrong
[18:52]  CS Kappler: truth from lie
[18:53]  CS Kappler: and know wrath as well as lovingkindness
[18:53]  CS Kappler: and how to bring it when needful
[18:53]  Pb Recreant: CS, TDS is excellent at that... the self-appointed experts, I 
mean :)
[18:53]  CS Kappler: there
[18:53]  CS Kappler: run with it
[18:53]  CS Kappler: letme know how it goes :)
[18:53]  Lauren Weyland: I believe in 'planned parenthood' until my kids became 
teenagers and I realized I didn't have a great plan
[18:53]  Beragon Betts: well aWhat is glorias take on the state of the abortion situation 
now?
[18:53]  Artemis Felwitch: depressing state



[18:54]  Lauren Weyland: the word 'abortion' has been so badly used for so long it 
should be retired and a new positiive feminist word replace it
[18:54]  Beragon Betts: fair enough
[18:54]  CS Kappler: sometimes, it actually is an abortion
[18:54]  CS Kappler: sometimes it is actually a rape
[18:54]  Beragon Betts: but woe v wade is essenmtiually repealed now
[18:54]  CS Kappler: no need to sidetrack with debates on nomenclature
[18:55]  Beragon Betts: and feminist leaders have to really sopken out loudly about that
[18:55]  Lauren Weyland: I did that.....
[18:55]  Lauren Weyland: not my daughter
[18:55]  dwayne Stoanes: or nature maybe?
[18:55]  Ilsa Hesse: CS- it is hard to speak of morals when you mock moral institutions. 
the left is increasingly seen and is "anti" religion/christianity for instance
[18:56]  any1 Gynoid: / huh?
[18:56]  Lauren Weyland: they aren't 'anti' ilsa...they are more 'secular'
[18:56]  Stuart Zaurak: Is she saying that feminism doesn't hold that gender roles are 
the result of patriarchy and patriarchical residue?
[18:56]  Pb Recreant: Ilsa, it's easy to mock 'moral' institutions, though, they have to 
practice what they preach first
[18:56]  Ilsa Hesse: lot of giggling, smirkign and elbowing to be just secular Lauren
[18:56]  CS Kappler: Ilsa the line are from the Founders
[18:57]  CS Kappler: andrelated to the Constitution
[18:57]  Pb Recreant: Stuart, http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/
2005/01/050121100142.htm
[18:57]  CS Kappler: also, as a rule reinventing mythology is a terrible way to reach the 
peeps unless you truly intend revolutionary upheaval
[18:57]  Stuart Zaurak: Thanks, Pb
[18:57]  Pb Recreant: yw
[18:58]  Beragon Betts: its interstig we could talk feminism for an hour and not have 
abortion come up
[18:58]  CS Kappler: and do not shy from blowing stuff up and killing people who are in 
the way - things pacifists don't do often - or well.
[18:58]  Ilsa Hesse: agreed Pb, but a lot of people still know the whole "do un to others" 
thing and associate "morals" with "religion" and at least subconciously "grok" the left's 
attitude torwards religion to be their attitude torwards morals
[18:58]  Pb Recreant: Ilsa, right, now that is a messaging problem for sure
[18:59]  CS Kappler: we should at least monopolize the social libertarian vote but noooo 
we can't even do that
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[18:59]  Stuart Zaurak: Well, Ilsa, they're also told that's the case all the time by 
conservatives. It's not just that they grok it, they're told it all the time.
[18:59]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Buffy Beale, thank you for supporting Virtually Speaking. 
We are grateful for your help.
[18:59]  Stuart Zaurak: Whether liberals are like that or not.
[18:59]  Ilsa Hesse: true Stuart... means that there needs to a change in way things are 
thought of and done
[18:59]  Krillion Hax: and not to confuse the personal ideal of "faith"with abstract idea of 
"religion"
[18:59]  Stuart Zaurak: Agreed.
[18:59]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Ellie Brewster, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[19:00]  You decline Love Kat's Party Bus from A group member named Maximillian 
Adderstein.
[19:00]  Lauren Weyland: I would think that holds true for both genders
[19:02]  Georgianna Blackburn:            *•.¸('*•.¸ ♥ ¸.•*´)¸
[19:02]  Georgianna Blackburn:      .•*♥¨`•  APPLAUSE  •´¨`   ♥.
[19:02]  Georgianna Blackburn:            ¸.•*(¸.•*´ ♥ `*•.¸)`*•.¸           
[19:02]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Stuart Zaurak, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[19:02]  Stuart Zaurak: TIP JAR
[19:02]  Rosalie Oldrich: APPLAUSE!!!!!
[19:02]  Melony Macarthur remembers Carrie Nation.
[19:02]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Georgianna Blackburn, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[19:02]  GloriaFeldt Tungsten: Thank you all for being here1
[19:02]  Ilsa Hesse: we get to haze CS this sunday?
[19:02]  Melony Macarthur applaudes
[19:02]  Stuart Zaurak: YES
[19:02]  Artemis Felwitch: ♥ Thank Youuuuuuuuuu!! ♥
[19:02]  Artemis Felwitch: Gloria and Jay!
[19:02]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Akabn9 Ewry, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[19:02]  Krillion Hax: gotta run
[19:02]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Pb Recreant, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[19:02]  Michele Mrigesh: Thank you Gloria and Jay!!
[19:02]  Widget Whiteberry: GLORIA's avatar from Altonia Jewel and Lorac Farella at 
Pulse Skins and her outfit courtesty of her sister



[19:02]  Ookami Moonwall: Great talk, Gloria and Jay
[19:02]  Stuart Zaurak: Thank you...ZECHMAN
[19:02]  Melony Macarthur: Thank you Gloria and Jay!
[19:03]  Ilsa Hesse: Zuarak!
[19:03]  Female Winslet: Thank you so much Gloria and Jay!!!
[19:03]  Beragon Betts: interseting talk
[19:03]  Ookami Moonwall: applause
[19:03]  Rosalie Oldrich: Thank you Gloria!
[19:03]  GloriaFeldt Tungsten: Wish I could have read all the conversation.
[19:03]  Stuart Zaurak: I swear to god I'm going to change this avatar's name
[19:03]  Georgianna Blackburn: lol
[19:03]  eastern Seiling: good show!
[19:03]  Artemis Felwitch: Gloria: I think Widget logged the conversation
[19:03]  Ilsa Hesse: you get on that... Zuarak :-)
[19:03]  Michele Mrigesh: Come on over to the after-party at the
Blue-footed Booby Bar and Beach
DJ Pb spins the tunes!
Good discussion, music and dancing :)
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Escanes/147/83/21/
[19:03]  Widget Whiteberry: Great show folks, Gloria, I'll send you the chat log and a 
copy of the display behind you
[19:03]  Brigit Ranger: great show
[19:03]  Pb Recreant: Take care folks, I'm off to DJ :) http://slurl.com/secondlife/
Escanes/157/90/23
[19:03]  Ilsa Hesse: see you in a few Pb
[19:03]  Female Winslet: How soon is the show available on iTunes?
[19:03]  Widget Whiteberry: See you later, Pb
[19:04]  Widget Whiteberry: female, I think within the hour
[19:04]  Widget Whiteberry: sooner on BTR
[19:04]  Stuart Zaurak: God I hate how BTR jumps in with a commercial that's five times 
the volume of the show as soon as it ends...
[19:04]  Beragon Betts: female probly tomorrow at the earliest
[19:04]  Ookami Moonwall: On my way to Pb's too :)
[19:04]  Female Winslet: Yay! Okay, I will try to download it before I go to bed tonight :)
[19:04]  Brigit Ranger: Great show Jay!
[19:04]  Jay Ackroyd: thanks folks.
[19:04]  Jay Ackroyd: It was fun.
[19:04]  Rosalie Oldrich: hola
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: hey Rosie
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[19:05]  Lauren Weyland: thanks it was interesting
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: I like Gloria's outfit
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: ha ha
[19:05]  Buffy Beale: yes great show as always Jay, thanks
[19:05]  Rosalie Oldrich: nice hair
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: ty.. from Truth
[19:05]  Michele Mrigesh: heh
[19:05]  Buffy Beale: and thanks to Widget
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: ♥ Thank Youuuuuuuuuu!! ♥
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: Widget!
[19:05]  Jay Ackroyd: I thought I had killed the BTR audio ads, stuart. I will check on 
that.
[19:05]  VS Donations Jar 1.2: Melony Macarthur, thank you for supporting Virtually 
Speaking. We are grateful for your help.
[19:05]  GloriaFeldt Tungsten: Thank yu!
[19:05]  GloriaFeldt Tungsten: And good night
[19:05]  Lauren Weyland: so can we go to voice in here now?
[19:05]  Artemis Felwitch: ni ni!
[19:06]  Stuart Zaurak: Thanks so much for asking those questions, Jay, even though 
they were long, really appreciate that.
[19:06]  Artemis Felwitch blows a kiss to the big sister
[19:06]  Jay Ackroyd: good night. Thanks Gloria!
[19:06]  Melony Macarthur: Bye for now.
[19:06]  Michele Mrigesh: Night, Gloria..please come back again soon!
[19:06]  Lauren Weyland: thansk widget
[19:06]  Lauren Weyland: an interesting convo
[19:06]  Jay Ackroyd: I thought Gloria shook the stuffing out of that strawman stuart :)
[19:06]  Stuart Zaurak: I thought she avoided the question, Jay :)
[19:07]  Jay Ackroyd: I really appreciate your thoughtful questions.
[19:07]  Jay Ackroyd: Well, she said that your characterization of feminism was 
inaccurate.
[19:07]  Stuart Zaurak: I must find a shorter way of asking them.
[19:07]  Widget Whiteberry: will turn on voice
[19:07]  Connecting to in-world Voice Chat...
[19:07]  Connected
[19:07]  Stuart Zaurak: I know, Jay, which means she doesn't think that patriarchy is 
responsible for gender roles? That's feminism?
[19:07]  Jay Ackroyd: GOtta go. the people here are looking at me funny. Must be the 
digby tshirt



[19:08]  Widget Whiteberry: Voice on
[19:08]  Ilsa Hesse accepted your inventory offer.
[19:08]  Jay Ackroyd: Yes SZ, there is a very interesting discussion in there.
[19:08]  Jay Ackroyd: Later.
[19:08]  Artemis Felwitch: Kira thank you!!!
[19:08]  Kira Paderborn: welcome
[19:08]  Artemis Felwitch: I will give copies to my sister
[19:08]  Kira Paderborn: feel free to pass them out
[19:08]  Jay Ackroyd: thanks kira!
[19:08]  Artemis Felwitch: unless you did already ㋡
[19:08]  Stuart Zaurak: Have Avedon talk about feminism, Jay!!
[19:08]  CronoCloud Creeggan: we're all responsible for gender roles
[19:08]  Kira Paderborn: I alread gave her one
[19:08]  Kira Paderborn: hehe
[19:08]  Beragon Betts: tc jay
[19:08]  Artemis Felwitch: oh thanks!
[19:09]  Kira Paderborn: not sure she got it though
[19:09]  CronoCloud Creeggan: some of the strongest enforcers of suche roles and 
rules are women.
[19:09]  Kira Paderborn: I need to run.
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: i need a snack
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: bye all!
[19:09]  Kira Paderborn: thanks for the invite!
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: bye Kira!
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: ♥ Thank Youuuuuuuuuu!! ♥
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: for coming
[19:09]  Rosalie Oldrich: see you
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: ♥ Thank Youuuuuuuuuu!! ♥
[19:09]  Artemis Felwitch: for coming Rosie
[19:09]  Rosalie Oldrich: yep
[19:09]  Rosalie Oldrich: thanks for helping me hear
[19:10]  Stuart Zaurak: Some of us...
[19:10]  Ilsa Hesse: go ahead and speak your mind Beragon
[19:12]  Ilsa Hesse: I like the chat more than the converastion most times :-)
[19:13]  Stuart Zaurak: We try to have decent chat logs around here.
[19:13]  Stuart Zaurak: LOL, Ilsa
[19:13]  Ilsa Hesse: it is!
[19:13]  Ilsa Hesse: yeah, but we could a 'video" of the text
[19:14]  Stuart Zaurak: That would be machinima, right Ilsa?



[19:14]  Widget Whiteberry: Stuart, do you have ears in?
[19:14]  Stuart Zaurak: Yes, Widget.
[19:14]  Stuart Zaurak: I'm still here with LB, who listened to the show, to.
[19:14]  Stuart Zaurak: too
[19:14]  Ilsa Hesse: cool, *waves at LB*
[19:15]  Stuart Zaurak: She's waving back, playing my video game now.
[19:15]  Stuart Zaurak: Bye, Beragon
[19:16]  Ilsa Hesse: Stuart is going to the afterparty?
[19:17]  Stuart Zaurak: I had better not, even though LB is enraptured by my new 
Civilization 5 game
[19:17]  Stuart Zaurak: at the moment...
[19:17]  Ilsa Hesse: lol
[19:17]  Ilsa Hesse: is Civ 5 good?
[19:17]  CS Kappler: perks up about Civ 5
[19:17]  Stuart Zaurak: I got to play it for 5 seconds, but it seems to be good, not sure if 
it's better than 4 yet
[19:17]  Ilsa Hesse: I liked Vic uhm... 3 I think?
[19:17]  Stuart Zaurak: Hey, I tried.
[19:17]  Ilsa Hesse: I really really appreciated that Baragon
[19:18]  Stuart Zaurak: I tried bringing up conservatives' lack of consensus on that...
[19:18]  CS Kappler: 2 is the shiznit
[19:18]  CS Kappler: <-- conservative like that


